This research addressed the performance characteristics of a computer-communication network that integrates both voice and data traffic on the backbone of the network. Network performance was analyzed using an event-driven FORTRAN simulation model. The model was based on a circuit-switched communications subnet whose trunk lines carry both voice and data traffic simultaneously. A sizing and timing analysis is accomplished by collecting empirical performance data for a variety of system input parameter combinations. The data was analyzed to determine simulation running time needed to reach steady state and to size the input parameter ranges that correspond to feasible network performance.
INTRODUCTION
The recent telecommunications explosion fs evidence that computer-communication networks are now providing economical and reliable computer services to a variety of c 1 asses of user·s. The POwer of computer-communi cation networks 1 ies in the fact that they provide users shared access to such specialized computer resources as distributed data bases, application software, and hardware facilities.
Such a network consists of a communications subnet (or backbone) together with the facilities needed to tie into the backbone. The subnet is comprised of communication processors (nodes) and trunk lines (links) which interconnect the nodes.
Within B computer-communication network are several layers of protocols (rules) which are needed to provide efficient, error-free Information transfer from an originating node to a destination node.
Classification of a network generally depends on many factors.
The topology or geographic configuration, the message routing strategy, and the major functions it performs are each possible criteria which may be used to classify a network. Additionally, another means of classifying a network is by the technology which is used to move information between the nodes of the subnet, namely, the switching discipline used [ 12) .
Switching Techniques
There are three basic approaches to the interconnecting of computers [12] . In a circuit-switched network, a physical path must be set up between the source node and the destination node prior to the start of information transfer. This path may traverse intermediate switching POints (nodes) . Once the path is established, the end users may communicate over the path. This path remains dedicated to the users until their communications session is completed, at which time the switching equipment disassembles the path. The network 1 Inks and switching equipment that were In use are once again made available to other users.
The second appr·oach, message (or store-and-forward l switching, is more data oriented. In this discipline, a total set of information (the message) Is sent from one user in the system to another user by establishing a link from the "sender" to some intermediate node.
Once thIs node n~ce i ves the message, it must store and 322 log It for accounting purposes until It can be forwarded to the next node In the routing scheme. Once the message fs stored, the node releases the communications link. This process is repeated from node to node until the message Is accepted by the "receiving" node. An acknowledgment Is usually sent back through the system. Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages In terms of" resource utilization, switching times, storage requirements at nodes, etc. Because of its low line overhead and minimal delay [1) , circuit e;wftchlng Is particularly useful In applications c:haracterfzed by a steady, non-bursty flow of fnforn~tlon.
The telephone networks of the United States are clrcult-·swltched systems.
Users do not have cled f cated veil ce channe I s but compete for I f m I ted r·esources.
CIrcuit swItch i ng has remaIned the most effective aPProach for vo f ce users [ 21] ; however, early attempts by data users to use circuit switching r·esulted fn problems with switching delay times and circuit uti llzatlon.
Store-and-for·ward message switching with fixed routing ,.,.as used In many coornerclal applications and was the maJor approach utilized by the Department of Def"ense (000) data Mtworks (e.g., AUTOOIN). Limited adaptive r~out fng schmnes allowed store-and-forward systems to !Jetter ut II l;~e the f r I f nks; however, In many cases, link utilization was less than effective and the nodal storage requirements and message manipulation times (logging, iltorlng, and transmitting) were often excessive.
As a result, an Improved switching Philosophy, packet switching, emerged. Using packet switching, the system breaks a message Into fixed-size "packets" (although some variable-length packet schemes exist).
Each packet Is theoretically transmitted from source to receiver over the first available pathway from each Intermediate node. In effect, each node Is suppOsed to choose the shortest Independent path It can f"fnd for each packet. This approach has been shown to provide good circuit utilization and to Improve resPOnse times and "network throughput". For a period of time the ARPANET [14, 15] , which was the primary driver of packet switching technology, became the mecca of networking decisions. However, as appl !cations and research soon proved, the lack of packet flow control caused some disastrous problems, and many constraints were placed on packet-switched networks.
For example, network users were required to reserve final destination storage space, and trace capabilities were added to packets. Nevertheless, the packet-switched approach has become a widely used switching discipline In data systems [15 [17, 20] .
Several additional studies relating to information processing growth in the next few decades portend new services with substantially increased data flows [1, 13, 16, 18] . As stated by Ross [18] , "the spectrum of terminals requiring service is expected to range from 45 bps TTY terminals and 2400 bps vocoders to interactive graphic, digital facsimile, and slow-scan video terminals requiring rates in the tens and hundreds of kilobits per second". To facilitate the implementation of these classes of traffic, both the designers and managers of future computer-communication networks Plan to use an integrated technique to move the data through the subnet.
Research Objectives
The overall objective of this research was to obtain and analyze empirical performance data from an integrated circuit/packet-switched computer-communication network. The performance data will be obtained by using a computer network simulation model [2] , hereafter referred to as the simulator, which is capable of simulating an integrated computer network. ln particular, the specific goals of the analysis were as follows:
(a) Using network performance data as a function of simulated time. determine the time at which steady state occurs for various combinations of network design factors and workload parameters.
(b) Using network performance data obtained from a variety of combinations of selected system input parameters, effectively bound the ranges of these input parameters so that the network performance corresponding to these ranges falls within realizable limits. This concept treats the available bandwidth on a digital link as a resource for which all forms of communication must compete. Using SENET the Tl link is synchronously clocked Into frames of b time duration which are assumed Invariant throughout the network. Using a competitive allocation methodology, each frame is structured to encompass a diversity of trunk communication rates In order to serve a multiplicity of diverse Class 1/11 subscriber traffic. The allocation Implementation partitions the frame Into several data slots (channels of variable time duration).
The self synchronizing capability within each frame was implemented by assuming a Start-of-Frame (SOF) marker (a few bits at the start of each frame) to Indicate the beginning of each of a contiguous series of constant period frames.
Class I subscribers are directly terminated to clrc:ult switches to preclude packetizing and any unnecessary routing overhead through packet switches.
Each dialup Class I connection results in a physical subscriber-subscriber connection for the duration of the call, or a system "loss", similar to a telephone dial-up process.
Co-located with the circuit switch nodes (although not a design requirement) are packet switches, terminating all Class II subscribers.
The transmission of data between the packet and circuit switches Is accomplished using Time-Division-Multiplexing on the network side, while the packet switch/subscriber interface Is dependent upon the individual terminal hardware configurations.
The packet switches are primarily responsible for management of packets between input terminals and the circuit switches, placing traffic on queues according to a regional routing policy, and performing connection initiation, circuit disconnect, and coordination with other packet switches, depending on the system loading.
The regional routing doctrine for each packet switch, coupled with virtual switch connections, reduces overhead and the traffic congestion problem.
As traffIc Is enter·ed into a packet swItch from subscriber terminals, it is queued for the relevant destination packet switch. Unlike the SENET scheme, a circuit switch connection is then initiated/terminated by the packet switch on behalf of this traffic. A circuit switch connection can be established for a single transaction similar to an interactive communication, or on a multiple transaction basis If the traffic is bulk data, message/narrative traffic, or several users queued for the same destination packet switch. This routing scheme (I) Insures minimal queue build-up within the backbone, and (2) enforces an endto-end flow control strategy.
Progressive alternate routing is used In this model. With this method each circuit switch node has a primary and an alternate path.
If blocking occurs at some node during connection initiation, the alternate route is tried for route completion.
If this connection falls, the transaction is either queued at the packet node or considered a system loss at the circuit node, depending on Its class.
Description of the Queueing Model
For the Integrated computer-communication network described, the numerous inter-nodal conditions and variables preclude any exact analytic solution.
However by decomposing the network Into nodal queueing models, the simulation model can be represented as a system of simple queueing models.
The traffic flow at each packet switch is described as follows:
1. Each Clas.s II subscriber communicates with the packet s.witch vi a independent, Poisson transaction ar·r Iva 1 s and exponent i a 11 y d i str i buted transaction interarrival times.
2.
3.
The message lengths (packets per message) are assumed to be geometrically distributed. This conforms to the study of multiaccess computer communications by Fuchs and Jackson [6] . Each packet switch can be thought of as a M/11/C system (Kendall notation) [8) , with Infinite storage.
4. Packets are placed on the packet switch queue and served on a first-come-first-served (FCFS) basis.
fhe traffic flow entering each circuit switch node originates at neighboring circuit switch nodes, or locally terminated Class I subscribers. Since all tr·afflc entering from other terminated Class I subscribers see a physical connection, only the Class I subscribers enter into a serving mechanism process at the circuit switch node. These subscribers are assumed to possess Poisson arrival and exponential ser·vice distr·ibutions.
Thus, the M/11/C/C queueing moclel suffice:s to represent this network model. Both the: F'S and CS queueing systems are impacted by channel avai labi 1 ity, since the model pol icy forces data and vc)ice subscribers to compete for the avai I able slots. In surrmary, delays and queues at each node are approximated closely by M/M/C/ and M/M/C/C queueing models (figur·e 2).
Since each of these models is globally impacted by channel availability, the network s I rnu 1 at ion p1·ov ides performance measures for end-toe,>d packet delay and voice call blocking.
Properties of the Model
Since the conmunications activity is centered around nodal activity, the model is node-based. There are three principle nodal tables -routing, channel, and queue tab 1 e•s.
fhe routing tab 1 es are used to determine the output channel (link) a transaction will take throu9h a given node to reach its destination. This Due to the numerous combinations of system input parameters, the simulator can generate empirical data for multiple relationships between network topologies and workloads. "Topology" here refers to the manner in which the nodes are distributed and Interconnected, as well as to the capacities of the interconnecting links. The 10-node network configuration In Figure 3 was deemed sufficiently complex to demonstrate the practicality of an Integrated network based on an underlying circuit-switched subnet.
--I e_.__ " ~1 j In our analysis, we have held parameters 4, 5, and 15 constant, while variations in parameter 3 (SLOTS) have been used to change link capacities.
The traffic load Imposed upon the network Is given by parameters 7, 8, 14, and 16. Parameters 7 and 14 are the voice arrival and service rates, where CS and SERV will be used to denote these two input parameters, respectively. If parameters 8 and 16 are multiplied, the packet switch arrival rate is obtained In the desired unit, "packets per second". We will use PS as the packet switch arrival rate In packets per second. It Is assumed that the workload is uniformly distributed throughout the topology.
That is, the arrival and service rates will be the same for each node of a given type.
Thus, the Input parameters of concern In this study (and consequently the ones that will be varied) are parameters 7, 8, 14, and 3. Hereafter, these four parameters will be denoted as CS/PS/ SERV/SLOTS, noting that the value for PS Is actually the product of parameters 8 and 16, where the value of parameter 16 remains fixed at 10. All other parameters have been held fixed at levels consistent with currently existing networks [3, 4, 9, 11, 16, 18, 19] .
Network Performance Data
For each possible combination of input parameters, the simulator generates the following network performance parameters: (I) Mean Packet Delay (MPD) (2) Average Link Utilization (ALUl (3) Packet Throughput Per Link (THRl (4) Data Transactions In the System (I.e., average queue length (AQL)) ( 
5) Fraction of Calls Blocked (BLK)
Specification of bounds on these performances parameters generally establishes a grade-of-service for the network. The simulator generates other statistics as well (e.g., packet switch loading and a frequency distribution of packet delay times), but this study concerned Itself primarily with the five listed above.
Preliminary Analysis
Original estimates for a range of CS arrivals which results In feasible network performance for this particular topology were given as 0-20 calls per minute [2) . What constitutes "feasible" network performance Is of course somewhat arbitrary, but for our purposes we have elected to use a mean packet delay of no more than about 10 seconds. Although arbitrary, this figure is realistic in the sense that any packet delayed over 10 seconds would in almost any packetswitched network certainly be "timed-out" of the network. Yet, on the other hand, 10 seconds Is not so small as to stifle the sizing of the Input parameter ranges. were constant In all runs. The performance data from these runs clearly Indicate that the CS rates of 20 and 10 both produce unacceptable performance. For example, Figure 4 shows the mean packet--delay (HPD) as a function of time for all six runs. For CS=IO and CS=20, the HPD far exceeded 10 seconds, even prior to the system reaching steady state. Similarly, In both cases, the fraction of calls blocked was unacceptable In that more than 25~ of all calls were blocked.
1rhe determination of when the system reached steady !;tate was macle by observing how the performance parameters behaved as a function of time. Table 1 , which ·rs the performance data for the case 0/100/180/48, 1·evea 1 s how the performance data can Indicate steady !>tate. This data suggests that steady state has been 1·eached as early as 15 minutes after the start of :;imulation.
!~xper !mental AnalysIs
Now that the CS range has been pared to CS < 10, we proposed
In points center <:>f the ro1:atab I e second order exper I menta I desIgn which only the center point and the axial on the network loading side of the design line are evaluated.
The five levels for each four parameters were chosen as follows: The purpese of this design was to hypothesize a set of variable ranges which will allow us to systematically estimate performance sensitivity within these ranges. To obtain such estimates for each of the four parameters, we performed a series of 5 runs. The first of these cases Is the design center, namely 3/300/180/ 40.
The other four cases corresPOnd to the axial points on the heavy loading side of the network, The results Indicate that both MPD and ALU are very sensitive to the number of slots, thereby suggesting that the SLOTS range be decreased. Using a MPO value of 10 seconds as a criterion, we see from Figure 5 that an approximately 30~ change In the number of slots will cause a 10 second delay. Hence, we restrict our SLOTS range to (28,52) Instead of (24,56). Alternately, the ranges on the other three variables could be Increased. The sensitivity to SERV Is quite limited, so we arbitrarily Increased the voice call service time range to (60,300) seconds Instead of (120,240) seconds.
Realistically, a range of 1-5 minutes for average call duration seems adequate. The ranges of CS and PS are not as easily dispensed with. In the CS case, we have already observed that HPD was out of bounds for CS=IO, but that for C5=5 (Table 2 , Run #10), the HPD was quite reasonable. This suggests checking some point between 5 and 10. We chose 7. In fact, since we already have data for 0/400/IB0/48 and 10/400/180/48, we elected to run two more cases, 5/400/180/48 and 7/400/180/48, to check the CS spectrum form 0 to 10. The results are shown In Figure 7 , which depicts a sharply increasing HPD sensitivity as the CS value Increases beyond 5. Being consistent with our previous HPD-10 criterion, Figure 7 suggests a maximum CS level of about 8.
To adjust the PS range, we elected to run two more cases, 5/500/180/40 and 5/700/180/40, to complement the existing case 5/300/180/40 (Run #10). Figure 8 shows the MPD for each of these cases and suggests that a maximum PS level of 600 should be adequate. Table 2 summarizes the Input parameters used and the performance parameters for each of the 15 simulation runs performed In this study.
Summary
Additionally, the time at which the performance data Indicated steady state is also given for each case.
We conclude that the following ranges for the Input parameters reflect an Input domain for which network performance Is either at or fairly near a feasible grade of service. The parameter ranges resulting from this study represent a necessary first cut In the s1z1ng of the network simulator and constitute an excellent starting point for a detailed sensitivity analysis of the model. 
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